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A three-dimensional wave packet study of Ar•••I2(B)→ Ar 1 I( 2P3/2)1 I( 2P3/2) electronic
predissociation, arising from the argon-induced electrostatic coupling between theB(3P01u) and
the repulsivea(3P1g) state of I2 , is presented. A time-dependent golden rule approach is used. The
initial wave packet corresponds to a bound vibrational wave function of the Ar•••I2~B! complex
~with zero total angular momentum! multiplied by the electronic coupling. A 3-D propagation in the
final dissociative surface is then performed and the predissociation rates are obtained by Fourier
transform of the wave packet autocorrelation function. The potential energy surfaces are described
by sums of atom–atom interactions. For theB(3P01u) state potential, empirically determined van
der Waals parameters available from the literature are used. For the final dissociativea(3P1g)
electronic state, the van der Waals parameters are adjusted to reproduce the experimentally observed
oscillations of the electronic predissociation rate as a function of the initial vibrational quantum
numberv8 of I2 . It is shown that good agreement between calculated and measured values can be
obtained with a van der Waals well of 100 cm21 and an interstate coupling of the order of 14
cm21. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01018-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the current goals in the field of chemical physics
is to understand the role of weak intermolecular forces~sol-
vation bonds! in chemical reactivity and relaxation. In this
context, the iodine molecule has been studied extensively
under a wide variety of experimental conditions in com-
pressed gases and liquids.1–9 It has been suggested that some
of the dynamical processes observed in gases and condensed
phases could actually be due to the formation of van der
Waals complexes between I2 and the solvent particles. These
complexes can be studied with the use of supersonic beams,
and a large number of experimental and theoretical studies
have been devoted to the study of the excitation and decay of
van der Waals complexes involving I2 .

10–14

When the van der Waals molecule M•••I2 , where M is a
rare gas atom or a molecule, is excited in the spectral region
of the I2(B←X) transition, the fluorescence excitation spec-
trum shows broadened features which are attributed to qua-
sibound levels associated to M•••I2(B,v8). These resonances
can decay by vibrational predissociation~VP!,

M•••I2~B,v8!→
VP
M1I2~B,v<v8! ~1!

and/or by complex-induced electronic predissociation~EP!,

M•••I2~B,v8!→
EP
M1I~2P3/2!1I~2P3/2! ~2!

Since channel 1 produces electronically excited I2 frag-
ments which can fluoresce while channel 2 is dark, measure-
ments of the M•••I2 absorption/I2 fluorescence quantum yield
ratio in conjunction with absorption spectra can provide the
relative importance of vibrational and electronic

predissociation.13 For He•••I2 and Ne•••I2 , vibrational pre-
dissociation is much faster than electronic predissociation.
For Kr•••I2 on the other hand, electronic predissociation
seems to dominate because fluorescence from excitation of
the discreteB←X bands seen in absorption is completely
quenched.11

For Ar•••I2 the relative importance of vibrational and
electronic predissociation depends very much on the vibra-
tional quantum numberv8 of the initially excited state.10,11,13

For low vibrational levels (v8,15) electronic predissocia-
tion prevails, but for highly excited levels (v8.30) vibra-
tional predissociation dominates. In the range 15,v8,30,
where the two channels compete, it was found10,13 that the
electronic predissociation rates oscillate as a function of
v8, and that these oscillations are similar to those observed
in the electric-field-induced quenching of theB state of iso-
lated I2.

15 This suggests that the repulsive potential energy
surface responsible for the complex-induced electronic pre-
dissociation, channel 2, is the same as the one involved in the
electric-field-induced predissociation.15–17 The state respon-
sible for this quenching is believed to be thea(3P1g) state
~see Fig. 1!.

The simplest approach to this problem is to consider the
argon atom as a spectator, providing the electronic coupling
between theB(3P01u) anda(

3P1g) states of I2 but not tak-
ing part into the dynamics. The electronic predissociation
rates are then simply proportional to the bound-continuum
Franck–Condon factors between the wave functions of I2 in
the two states. A calculation using this model was
performed.18 The results showed very clearly that the
Franck–Condon factors for transitions fromv8 in the range
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v8516–24 to thea(3P1g) state oscillate much the same as
the experimental electronic predissociation rates. This is in
contrast with what was found for the other candidate, the
B9(1P1u) electronic state of I2 , which in this range gives a
smooth variation of the Franck–Condon factors. An im-
proved agreement betweenB–a Franck–Condon factors and
electronic predissociation rates can be obtained by observing
that the argon atom, in addition to inducing the coupling,
also shifts the I2 potential curves. Good agreement was ob-
tained for two different shifts of the finala(3P1g) state:
2100 cm21 and1900 cm21.18

In the calculations mentioned above, the dynamics of the
dissociating argon atom was completely neglected.
Recently,19 a two-dimensional wave packet calculation was
performed to study the effect of the argon atom dynamics.
Ar•••I2 was assumed to be fixed in the T-shaped configura-
tion and two different van der Waals potentials were tested
for the a(3P1g) state: one was attractive giving a shift of
2100 cm21 at the equilibrium geometry, and the other re-
pulsive giving a shift of1900 cm21. For the attractive po-
tential it was found that the results were essentially those of
the Franck–Condon model. On the other hand, for the repul-
sive van der Waals interaction the oscillations of the elec-
tronic predissociation rate were washed out by the rapid
dephasing of the initial wave packet due to the departure of
the Ar atom. Thus it was concluded that the motional state of
the departing Ar atom is very important in this process.

Since these calculations were performed with the Ar
atom restricted to move on a line perpendicular to the I–I
bond, it was necessary to perform a full three-dimensional

treatment to check this approximation. It is the purpose of
this paper to present the results of such a calculation. Since
Eq. ~2! corresponds to a three-body fragmentation process, it
is quite difficult to treat this problem by the usual time-
independent techniques. If box-quantization is used for one
of the reaction coordinates for instance, the number of result-
ing coupled equations to integrate is very large. An alterna-
tive method involves the wave packet golden rule method
which has been used before to treat vibrational predissocia-
tion in van der Waals molecules.20,21 In Sec. II we present
the methodology and the input parameters for the calcula-
tions. Section III presents the results and their discussion.
Finally, Sec. IV is devoted to the conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

In the framework of the time-dependent golden rule
approach,20,21 an initial wave packet is defined by the prod-
uct of the quasibound wave functionuf0& with the coupling
matrix elementVc responsible for predissociation,

uF~ t50!&5Vcuf0&/N, ~3!

whereN is the normalization constant of the wave packet

N5A^f0uVc
2uf0&. ~4!

It can then be shown that the half-width~HWHM! G of the
resonance associated to the initial quasibound leveluf0& is
given by

G~E!5
^f0uVc

2uf0&
2\ S E

0

`

dt eiEt/\C~ t !1c.c.D ~5!

calculated at the energyE0 of uf0&. In Eq. ~5!

C~ t ![^F~ t50!uF~ t !& with uF~ t !&5e2 iHdtuF~ t50!&
(6)

is the autocorrelation function of the wave packet evolving in
the final dissociative state described by the Hamiltonian
Hd . From Eq.~5!, the predissociation ratek can be obtained
usingk52G/\.

In this work we study the process of electronic predisso-
ciation in Ar•••I2 as written in Eq.~2!. The initial quasibound
state is chosen to be the zero-point van der Waals level of the
complex with I2 in theB(3P01u) electronic state and vibra-
tional levelv8. This corresponds to the actual conditions of
the experiments.13

The final dissociative state is Ar•••I2@a(
3P1g)#, which

correlates asymptotically to the Ar1 I( 2P3/2)1 I( 2P3/2)
limit. Between theB(3P01u) and thea(3P1g) states ofI 2 ,
there is an electrostatic coupling induced by the presence of
the argon atom, which is maximum for the T-shape configu-
ration. In the colinear configuration this coupling vanishes
since the two states have different projectionVe of the elec-
tronic angular momentum~orbital 1 spin! on the I2 axis,
Ve@B(

3P01u)#50 while Ve@a(
3P1g)#51. For Ar•••I2 the

vibrational predissociation channel in Eq.~1! is mediated by
intramolecular vibrational relaxation between the initialv8
state and highly excited bending levels in thev8-1 and
v8-2 manifolds.22 Since the electrostatic coupling between

FIG. 1. B(3P01u) anda(
3P1g) potential curves of I2 . TheB(

3P01u) curve
is calculated from a fit@Eq. ~7!] to literature data~see Refs. 16, 23–25!. The
a(3P1g) is taken from Ref. 16. The calculations in this work are for
16,v8,24. Levelsv8516 and 24 are represented in theB curve.
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the B(3P01u) and thea(3P1g) states is zero for the linear
configuration, highly excited bending levels should be very
weakly coupled toa(3P1g). Hence, we assume that elec-
tronic predissociation is dominated by the coupling between
the initial zero-point van der Waals level of thev8 manifold
and the final dissociative continuum of thea(3P1g) state,
with no interference between vibrational predissociation and
electronic predissociation.

The potential energy surfaces for the initial and final
states are modeled by a sum of pairwise functions. The I2

potential energy curves for theB(3P01u) anda(
3P1g) elec-

tronic states are taken from the literature.16,23–25 The
I2@B(

3P01u)# potential is adjusted to a Morse plus a long
range interaction according to:

VB~r !5H Te1D I2
~12e2a I2

~r2r e!!2 r<r s

VB~`!2C6 /r
62C8 /r

82C10/r
10 r.r s

~7!

with D I2
5ve

2/4vexe and a I2
5A2mve/\, m being the re-

duced mass of I2 taken equal to 63.452 amu. The numerical
values for the parameters are given in Table I.C6 , C8 , and
C10 are determined by continuity of the potential and its first
and second derivatives at the switching pointr s53.28 Å. As
for the I2@a(

3P1g)# potential we use the form16

Va~r !5 1
2 @Um~r !1Up~r !2A~Um~r !2Up~r !!21e2#1W

~8!

with

Um~r !5
A1

r 10
2A2 ; Up~r !5

A3

r 12
2A4 . ~9!

The parameters in Eqs.~8! and~9! are also collected in Table
I.

The individual van der Waals Ar•••I potentials for the
B(3P01u) state are represented by Morse functions

VArI~RArI !5D$e22a~RArI2R̄ArI !22e2a~RArI2R̄ArI !% ~10!

with parameters determined by Gray26,27 from a fitting of
structural data, such as equilibrium geometry and dissocia-
tion energy, as well as from vibrational predissociation data.
The parameters are given in Table I. The potential in the
B(3P01u) electronic state has its minimum at the T-shaped
configuration with the Ar atom at a distance ofRe53.92 Å
from the center of mass of I2 . The energy of the van der
Waals minimum is2244 cm21 with respect to the dissocia-
tion limit.

As for the Ar•••I interaction in thea(3P1g) state, two
different potentials have been used

VArI
attr.~RArI !5Dattr.$e22a~RArI2R̄ArI !22e2a~RArI2R̄ArI !%, ~11!

VArI
rep.~RArI !5D rep.e22a~RArI2R̄ArI !. ~12!

The values of the parameters are given in Table I. The values
of Dattr. andD rep. are those used in the spectator model,18 the
other parameters being equal to those of theB(3P01u) state.
Both forms gave electronic predissociation rate oscillations
as a function ofv8 in good agreement with the measure-
ments of Burke and Klemperer.13

Finally, for the coupling matrix elementVc between the
B(3P01u) anda(

3P1g) electronic states induced by the Ar
atom, the form that was used in the previous 2D
simulations19 was taken as depending only on the distance
between Ar and the center of mass of I2

Vc~R!5Ae2aR ~13!

with the samea51.3228 Å21 parameter as used for the
potentials in Eqs.~10!, ~11!, and~12!. The parameterA has
been adjusted in order to fit exactly the experimental rate for
v8520. This givesA52490 cm21. Thus in the region of the
equilibrium geometry of the initial bound state
(R5Re53.92 Å), the electronic coupling is of the order of
14.0 cm21. The form we use in this work is taken from
second-order perturbation theory for the electrostatic
coupling28

Vc5
A8

R7 sin u ~4 cos2 u21!, ~14!

whereR is the coordinate from the center of mass of I2 to Ar,
and u the angle betweenR and the I2 coordinate. In the
colinear configuration this coupling goes to zero as it should
~see above!. A8 is also adjusted in order to fit exactly the
experimental rate forv8520, which givesA85201.53103

cm21 in the case of the attractive van der Waals interaction
in thea(3P1g) state, andA852663103 cm21 in the case of
the repulsive form. In the region of the equilibrium geometry
of the initial quasibound state, the electronic coupling is of
the order of 14.2 and 18.8 cm21 for the attractive and repul-
sive Ar–I interactions in thea state, respectively. Both forms
for the electronic coupling are taken to be independent of
r . The actual dependence ofVc in r should not affect the
dynamics, since thea(3P1g) andB(

3P01u) curves cross at a
very acute angle hence the transition should be very local-
ized around the crossing point.

TABLE I. Potential parameters for the I2B(
3P01u) @Eq. ~7!# anda(3P1g)

@Eq. ~8!# states and for the van der Waals interaction in theB @Eq. ~10!# state
and in thea state, attractive@Eq. ~11!] and repulsive@Eq. ~12!# forms.

VB(r ) Va(r )
Eq. ~7! Eq. ~8!

Te515 769 cm21 e5140 cm21

ve5125.69 cm21 W512 547 cm21

vexe50.764 cm21 A153.4553 108 cm21 Å10

r e53.024 Å A25131 cm21

VB(`)520 150 cm21 A354.2123 109 cm21 Å12

r s53.28 Å A45487.5 cm21

VArI
a VArI

attr. VArI
rep.

Eq. ~10! Eq. ~11! Eq. ~12!

D5122 cm21 Dattr.550 cm21 D rep.5450 cm21

a51.3228 Å21 a51.3228 Å21 a51.3228 Å21

R̄ArI54.2 Å R̄ArI54.2 Å R̄ArI54.2 Å

aReferences 26 and 27.
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The calculation is performed as follows. The total angu-
lar momentum is taken to be zero. For the initial quasibound
state, the wave function is written as

f0~r ,R,u!5 xv8~r !Fv8~R,u!, ~15!

wherer is the I2 internuclear coordinate,R the distance be-
tween the argon atom and the center of mass of I2 , andu the
angle between the two vectorsr and R. In Eq. ~15!, the
xv8(r ) functions are the vibrational eigenfunctions of free
I2 in theB(

3P01u)state. The van der Waals vibrational func-
tions Fv8(R,u) are obtained by diagonalizing the total
Hamiltonian in a product basis set of 25 harmonic oscillator
wave functions forR and 30 Legendre polynomials foru.
The frequency~30 cm21) and equilibrium distance~4.05 Å!
of the harmonic oscillator functions are adjusted to the bot-
tom of the van der Waals well. Only the zero-point van der
Waals level is considered in this work.

The time evolution of the wave packet is calculated by a
Lanczos procedure29,30 using 15 Krylov functions with a
time step of 0.1 fs. Multiplying the wave packet by
(rR sin1/2 u), the Hamiltonian in the final dissociative state
is

Hd52
\2

2m

]2

]r 2
2

\2

2m

]2

]R2 1H \2

2mr 2
1

\2

2mR2 J ]2

]u2

2H \2

2mr 2
1

\2

2mR2 J H 121
1

4 tan2 u J 1Va~r !

1Wa~r ,R,u! ~16!

wherem5M I/2, m5MArM I2
/(MAr1M I2

) 5 34.554 amu,
andWa5VAr•••I1

1VAr•••I2
is the van der Waals potential in

the final a(3P1g) state. The action of the kinetic terms in-
volving second derivatives in Eq.~16! is evaluated using the
FFT method.31 The calculations are performed on a grid of
512 points inr from 2.2 to 7.5 Å, 64 points inR from 3.0 to
6.0 Å, and 32 values inu around the T-shaped configuration
~from p/3 to 2p/3). Absorption alongr is performed start-
ing from r56.0 Å as follows. The fraction of the wave
packet that is in the absorbing region is multiplied by the
decaying part of a Gaussian with exponential parameter
0.025 Å21. The absorbed probability is monitored using the
method of Pernot and Lester,32 in order to check for the
conservation of the norm of the wave packet during evolu-
tion. No absorption was needed inR nor in u as the wave
packet never reached the edge of the grid in these coordi-
nates.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

The calculations are performed for initial states of Ar•••
I 2~B,v8) in the rangev8516–24 corresponding to the ex-
periments by Burke and Klemperer.13

In Figs. 2 and 3, we present snapshots of the time evo-
lution of the wave packet probability density along the I2

internuclear distancer

P~r ;t !5E dR du uF~r ,R,u;t !u2 ~17!

with * dr P(r ;t)51, and two-dimension contour plots of
the wave packet probability density along the van der Waals
coordinatesR andu

P~R,u;t !5E druF~r ,R,u;t !u2 ~18!

with * dR du P(r ;t)51 ~note that since the wave packet
has been multiplied by (rR sin1/2 u), the total volume ele-
ment isdV5dr dR du). The initial (t50) wave packet cor-
responds to Ar•••I2~B, v8520). Figure 2 is for the attractive
form of Eq. ~11! of the van der Waals interaction in the
a(3P1g) state, while Fig. 3 corresponds to the repulsive form
of Eq. ~12!. The results are presented for the coupling of Eq.
~14!, but they are essentially indistinguishable from the re-
sults obtained with the coupling of Eq.~13! that we previ-
ously used in two-dimensional calculations. From a cursory
examination of Figs. 2 and 3 it is clear that the motion along
the I2 internuclear distance is very fast and that the dissocia-

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the wave packet probability density projected along the
I2 coordinater ~left-hand side! and van der Waals coordinatesR and u
~right-hand side!, for the attractive form of the van der Waals interaction in
thea(3P1g) state@Eq. ~11!]. The initial state corresponds tov8520.

FIG. 3. Snapshots of the wave packet probability density projected along the
I2 coordinater ~left-hand side! and van der Waals coordinatesR and u
~right-hand side!, for the repulsive form of the van der Waals interaction in
thea(3P1g)state@Eq. ~12!]. The initial state corresponds tov8520.
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tion is essentially finished in about 100 fs. During that time
the dynamics of the argon atom depends on the nature of the
potential in thea(3P1g) state. In the case of the attractive
form, Fig. 2, the argon atom remains stationary, experiencing
only a slight force towards the middle point between the two
iodine atoms. Thus it behaves as a ‘‘spectator,’’ only provid-
ing the coupling between theB anda states of I2 leading to
electronic predissociation. In the case of a repulsive Ar–I
interaction in thea(3P1g) state ~Fig. 3!, the argon atom
clearly moves away during the dissociation of I2 and can no
longer be considered as a spectator.

Figure 4 presents the autocorrelation functionC(t), Eq.
~6!, for two different initial vibrational levels of I2 (v8518
and 21), for the attractivea state van der Waals interaction.
As expected from the behavior of the wave packet repre-
sented in Fig. 2, the autocorrelation function decreases very
fast in a time of the order of 100 fs. This rapid decay is
modulated by oscillations corresponding to the overlapping
or antioverlapping of the maxima of the initial I2 wave func-
tion with the evolving wave packet.

In contrast, the autocorrelation function for the repulsive
a state van der Waals interaction decreases faster. This can
be seen in Fig. 5, which presents the autocorrelation function
for the initial vibrational levelv8520 of I2 . The oscillations
that were present in Fig. 4 are now damped. This is due to
the motion of the Ar atom that was visible in Fig. 3. This was
also observed in the two-dimensional calculation19 and ex-

plained why the electronic predissociation rates did not os-
cillate as a function ofv8 for this form of van der Waals
interaction in thea state.

In Fig. 6 we present a plot of the functionG(E) of Eq.
~5!, which is proportional to the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function presented in Fig. 4. TheAr•••I2 com-
plex was initially in the~B, v8518) state, and the van der
Waals interaction in thea state is attractive. The value of
G(E) at the energyE0 of the initial quasibound level pro-
vides the half-widthG of the resonance@see Eq.~5!] and the
ratek52G/\ for electronic predissociation. SinceG(E) os-
cillates rapidly, it is expected that the electronic predissocia-
tion rates will oscillate as a function ofv8.

Figure 7 presents theG(E) function for the repulsive
form of the van der Waals interaction in thea state, when the
Ar•••I2 complex is initially excited to thev8520 level. It can

FIG. 4. Autocorrelation function@Eq. ~6!] of the Ar•••I2 wave packet evolv-
ing in the final dissociative state with an attractive van der Waals interaction
@Eq. ~11!]. The initial quasibound states arev8518 and 21.

FIG. 5. Autocorrelation function@Eq. ~6!] of the Ar•••I2 wave packet evolv-
ing in the final dissociative state with a repulsive van der Waals interaction
@Eq. ~12!]. The initial quasibound state is Ar•••I2 ~B,v8520).

FIG. 6. G(E) @Eq. ~5!] of the Ar•••I2 wave packet evolving in the final
dissociative state with an attractive van der Waals interaction@Eq. ~11!], for
the initial quasibound statesv8518. Shown as an inset is a zoom around the
energyE0 of the quasibound state, the electronic predissociation linewidth
being given by the value ofG(E0).
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be seen thatG(E) has far fewer oscillations, hence it can be
expected that the electronic predissociation rates will be
smooth as a function ofv8.

In Fig. 8 we present all the calculated rates together with
the experimental results of Burke and Klemperer.13 As stated
above, the strength of the interstate coupling has been fitted
so that the calculated rate forv8520 be equal to the experi-
mental value. Also, the energy minimum of the van der
Waals interaction in the finala(3P1g) state has been very
roughly adjusted18 ~by steps of 100 cm21) in order for the
v8520 rate to be a maximum. From this figure the repulsive
form of the van der Waals interaction in thea state can be
ruled out since the variation of the electronic predissociation
rate does not present the oscillations of the experimental one.

On the other hand, the attractive form of the van der Waals
interaction in thea state gives oscillations that are very simi-
lar to the experimental ones. Considering the simplicity of
the model and the fact that no other potential parameter
~such as the exponential repulsive parametera) has been
varied, the agreement between calculated and experimental
rates can be considered as good.

The conclusions from Fig. 8 are very similar to those
obtained in the two-dimensional calculation.19 In Table II,
the results obtained in this work forv518, 20, and 21~for
the repulsive form of thea state van der Waals interaction!
and forv520 and 21~for the repulsive form! are compared
with those obtained in the two-dimensional calculation of
Ref. 19. In this table the rates have been divided by
^f0uVc

2uf0&, sinceVc andf0 are not the same in the 2D and
3D calculations. This table shows that the dynamics in the
final dissociative surface are very similar. This can be due to
the fact that around the equilibrium T-shape configuration
there is no torque in thea state~since for the attractive form
this configuration also corresponds to a minimum!, and that
the rotational period for the complex~about 84 ps around the
equilibrium configuration! is much longer than the time it
takes for I2 to dissociate. This is in agreement with the pre-
diction of the sudden approximation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented wave packet golden rule calculations
for the electronic predissociation ofB(3P01u) state,
v8516–24, Ar•••I2 . It was assumed that the electronic state
responsible for the predissociation is the repulsivea(3P1g)
state and that the coupling between theB and a states is
induced by the presence of the Ar atom. While in press, we
became aware of a very complete DIM study of the Ar–I2

potential energy surfaces.33 Qualitative arguments from these
calculations indicate that although theB–B9 coupling seems
to be more important at the T-shape configuration, as soon as
the Ar•••I2 angleu departs slightly fromp/2 (u585°), the
B–a coupling wins.

The oscillations of the electronic predissociation rates as
a function ofv8 are well reproduced with a coupling of the
order of 14 cm21 and an attractive van der Waals potential in
the finala(3P1g) state with a well depth of 100 cm21.

TABLE II. Comparison between two-dimensional~Ref. 19! and three-
dimensional~this work! results.

Attractive

v 2D 3D
18 0.034 0.034
20 0.102 0.100
21 0.054 0.056

Repulsive
v 2D 3D
20 0.059 0.058
21 0.056 0.056

FIG. 8. Calculated versus experimental ratesk52G/\ for the electronic
predissociation of Ar•••I2 B(3P01u), v8516–24. The results were scaled
~see the text! such that the electronic predissociation linewidth coincide with
the experimental one forv8520. The black dots represent the experimental
data of Burke and Klemperer~Ref. 13!. The empty dots represent the results
of the three-dimensional calculations for electronic predissociation by the
a(3P1g) state. The continuous and the dashed lines correspond to an attrac-
tive and a repulsive van der Waals interaction in thea state, respectively.

FIG. 7. G(E) @Eq. ~5!] of the Ar•••I2 wave packet evolving in the final
dissociative state with a repulsive van der Waals interaction@Eq. ~12!], for
the initial quasibound statesv8520. The arrow points at the energyE0 of
the quasibound state, the electronic predissociation linewidth is given by the
value ofG(E0).
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From the calculations presented above it is clear that the
a(3P1g) state can satisfactorily describe electronic predisso-
ciation of I2~B!–Ar complexes, as suggested by Burke and
Klemperer.13 It is then very likely that thea(3P1g) state is
also involved in the collision induced predissociation of the
B state.34–40

Finally, the three-dimensional calculations do not
modify qualitatively the results from the two-dimensional
calculations.
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